POWER

MORE ENERGY IN LESS SPACE

5° sail-shaped system
CODE 23005 - 23005.6

Installation type:
Sail-shaped system
From 1 to 6 modules
Horizontal and vertical installation

The joining plate for sail-shaped systems helps increase wind resistance.
THE BEST SOLUTIONS TO OPTIMISE SPACE

With Sun Ballast sail-shaped systems (5°/11° and 0°) you will obtain more energy in less space.

Those who have been working in the photovoltaic industry for a while know which critical aspects they have to face during the installation stage, especially when it comes to positioning the system.

They often have to solve space issues to meet the power required by the client. High railings, chimneys, air conditioning systems can make things even worse.

Finding the best solution means gaining an advantage that can be the key to getting a job and obtaining the utmost efficiency from the system.

11° sail-shaped system
CODE 23011 - 23011.3

*Installation type:*
Sail-shaped system
From 1 to 3 modules
Horizontal installation

0° Ballast
CODE 23000.K

*Installation type:*
Horizontal and vertical installation